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ABSTRACT
Context. We present the discovery of J22564–5910, a new type of hot subdwarf (sdB) which shows evidence of gas present in the
system and it has shallow, multi-peaked hydrogen and helium lines which vary in shape over time. All observational evidence points
towards J22564–5910 being observed very shortly after the merger phase that formed it.
Aims. Using high-resolution, high signal-to-noise spectroscopy, combined with multi-band photometry, Gaia astrometry, and TESS
light curves, we aim to interpret these unusual spectral features.
Methods. The photometry, spectra, and light curves were all analysed, and their results were combined in order to support our
interpretation of the observations: the likely presence of a magnetic field combined with gas features around the sdB. Based on
the triple-peaked H lines, the magnetic field strength was estimated and, by using the shellspec code, qualitative models of gas
configurations were fitted to the observations.
Results. All observations can either be explained by a magnetic field of ∼650 kG, which enables the formation of a centrifugal
magnetosphere, or a non-magnetic hot subdwarf surrounded by a circumstellar gas disc or torus. Both scenarios are not mutually
exclusive and both can be explained by a recent merger.
Conclusions. J22564–5910 is the first object of its kind. It is a rapidly spinning sdB with gas still present in the system. It is the
first post-merger star observed this early after the merger event, and as such it is very valuable system to test merger theories. If the
magnetic field can be confirmed, it is not only the first magnetic sdB, but it hosts the strongest magnetic field ever found in a pre-white
dwarf object. Thus, it could represent the long sought-after immediate ancestor of strongly magnetic white dwarfs.
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1. Introduction
Hot subdwarf-B (sdB) stars are core helium-burning stars with
M ' 0.5 M and hydrogen envelopes too thin to sustain
hydrogen-shell burning (Menv < 0.01 M, Heber 2016). They are
of particular interest for binary evolution as they can only be
formed through binary interaction mechanisms (Pelisoli et al.
2020). The three binary formation channels that are thought
to contribute significantly to the population are as follows
(Han et al. 2002, 2003). (1) In the case of common envelope
(CE) ejection, the sdB star forms from the core of a red giant
branch (RGB) star which has lost its envelope due to a com-
panion and ignited helium. If mass transfer on the RGB is
unstable, the binary enters a common envelope phase, and the
orbit shrinks until the envelope is ejected, resulting in a short
period sdB binary with a main sequence (MS) or white dwarf
(WD) companion. (2) In regards to stable mass transfer, if mass
transfer on the RGB in the previous scenario is stable, the sdB
loses its envelope during Roche-lobe overflow (RLOF), result-
ing in a wide sdB + MS binary (e.g. Vos et al. 2020). (3) A
last possibility is a merger of two low-mass He-WDs or a He-
WD with an M dwarf (dM), resulting in a single sdB star
(Webbink 1984).
Many studies have attempted to model this He-WD merger
channel and produce the observed population of single sdBs
and their hotter counterparts, the O-type subdwarf (sdO) stars
(e.g. Iben 1990; Saio & Jeffery 2000; Zhang & Jeffery 2012).
Two main problems remain in these models: (1) reproducing the
atmospheric composition of the H-rich sdB stars and (2) spin-
ning down the merger products. Recent models manage to match
the observed H, He, and CNO composition of the observed sin-
gle sdB stars (Hall & Jeffery 2016). However, He WD merger
models still cannot explain the observed rotational velocities
(Schwab 2018).
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A suggested explanation for the discrepancy in rotational
velocities between observed single sdBs and the models is the
effect of magnetic fields. Magnetic coupling between the merger
product and remaining mass around it could rapidly decrease
the rotational velocity of the newborn sdB star (Iben & Tutukov
1986; Schwab 2018). Furthermore, the strong atmospheric com-
position anomalies found in hot subdwarfs have been linked to
magnetic fields as they are similar to the anomalies found in
magnetic main sequence Ap and Bp stars (Landstreet 2004).
Magnetic fields are known to exist in hot stars without deep
outer convective zones on the main sequence,which is typically
explained by mergers (Schneider et al. 2019) or being primor-
dial (Neiner et al. 2015), and on the WD cooling track, usu-
ally explained by being primordial or related to CE evolution
(Tout et al. 2008; Ferrario et al. 2015). In between, however,
only weak magnetic fields are suggested in a few post-AGB stars
(e.g. Sabin et al. 2015), as well as in central binaries in plane-
tary nebulae (e.g. Jordan et al. 2005), and their existence is still
debated (e.g. Jordan et al. 2012; Leone et al. 2014). Recently
Momany et al. (2020) discovered spots on extreme horizontal
branch stars in globular clusters, which are potentially attributed
to magnetic fields. However conclusive proof of magnetic fields
in those objects is still lacking. The detection of magnetic fields
in hot subdwarfs, which evolve into hot WDs, could be very
helpful in understanding the global magnetic field of the host star
as it changes due to stellar evolution (Landstreet et al. 2012).
Surveys aimed at detecting magnetic fields in hot subdwarfs
have found several candidates (e.g. Elkin 1996; O’Toole et al.
2005; Mathys et al. 2012; Heber et al. 2013). Still, a careful
reanalysis of the observations indicates that magnetic fields of
kilogauss (kG) strength might be very rare or completely absent
in hot subdwarfs (Landstreet et al. 2012). Currently, no magnetic
fields have been conclusively detected in cool sdBs or horizontal
branch stars (Mathys et al. 2012).
In this article, we present the discovery of J22564–5910
(RA = 22:56:24.30, Dec =−59:10:14.38). This system is an sdB
star with very unusual spectral features. We show that the most
probable interpretation for it is that J22564–5910 is a young
merger product, with an active magnetic field and gas present
in the system.
2. Spectral energy distribution
The photometric spectral energy distribution (SED) of J22564–
5910 can be used to estimate the effective temperature of the
sdB and check for the possible close surrounding matter. Liter-
ature photometry from SKYMAPPER (Wolf et al. 2018), Gaia
EDR3 (Gaia Collaboration 2021; Riello et al. 2021), APASS
DR9 (Henden et al. 2015), 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006), and
WISE W1 and W2 from the unWISE survey (Schlafly et al.
2019) were used. There is also a Galex NUV measurement avail-
able, but this was not included in the fit for two main reasons.
The GALEX UV photometry is not very reliable at the bright
end, and the UV emission of sdB stars is very sensitive to metal-
licity (Heber 2016) and potential reddening from the surround-
ing dust. All used photometry is shown in Table 1.
Using the Gaia parallax (Lindegren et al. 2021a), the radius
and luminosity of the sdB star can be constrained. For J22564–
5910, the distance obtained by inverting the parallax is d = 646±
13 pc. The parallax zero point offset of Lindegren et al. (2021b)
was applied before inverting the parallax. The Gaia RUWE fac-
tor is 1.032, which suggests a reliable astrometric solution, par-
ticularly taking into account the fact that variability also causes
an increase in RUWE (Belokurov et al. 2020). Furthermore, we
Table 1. Photometry of J22564–5910 collected from SKYMAPPER,
Gaia, APASS, 2MASS, and WISE.
Band Magnitude Error
(mag) (mag)
SKYMAPPER u 14.343 0.012
SKYMAPPER v 14.204 0.012
SKYMAPPER g 14.153 0.008
SKYMAPPER r 14.330 0.013
SKYMAPPER i 14.617 0.005
SKYMAPPER z 14.817 0.015
GAIA3 G 14.2461 0.0031
GAIA3 BP 14.2159 0.0049
GAIA3 RP 14.2704 0.0053
APASS B 14.281 0.029
APASS V 14.261 0.022
APASS G 14.193 0.021
APASS R 14.452 0.052
APASS I 14.678 0.054
2MASS J 14.269 0.032
2MASS H 14.290 0.053
2MASS KS 14.082 0.064
WISE W1 14.224 0.053
WISE W2 14.177 0.015
checked the reddening from the dust maps of Lallement et al.
(2019), which predict a reddening of E(B−V) = 0.015 ± 0.01 in
the direction of J22564–5910. It has to be noted that these maps
would not take the local dust in the system into account, and they
can thus not be used to constrain the SED fit.
To fit the SED of the sdB star, models from the Tübingen
NLTE Model-Atmosphere package (Werner et al. 2003, TMAP)
were used. It is clear from the SED that there is a significant
contribution of a cooler component (see Fig. 1). This is most
likely a disc-like structure. However, the SED fitting package
used here can only include spherical components. Therefore,
the IR excess was modelled as a cool star using both Kurucz
atmosphere models (Kurucz 1979) and a simple black body. A
Markov chain Monte-Carlo approach was used to find the global
minimum and determine the error on the fit parameters. The
error on the distance was propagated throughout the fit. The code
used is included in the speedyfit python package1. A more
detailed explanation of the SED fitting approach can be found
in Vos et al. (2012, 2013, 2017).
The best fitting binary SED models using a Kurucz and black
body model for the companion are given in Table 2. Both mod-
els are indicative of a rather cool sdB star combined with a cool
component with a temperature between 5000 and 6000 K and
a radius around 0.3 R. The fitted reddening is higher than the
value obtained from Lallement et al. (2019), but it has a large
error. The model of the cool component is almost certainly non-
physical, and the IR excess is likely caused by a disc-like struc-
ture, not a star. The reason for this is that such a star would
require an unlikely combination of a high surface temperature
with a very small radius. Secondly, if this would be a dwarf star
or even an ultra-hot Jupiter (e.g. Lillo-Box et al. 2014), its spec-
tral features should be visible in the spectra, which is not the
case. It is clear that a more detailed model taking the possible
geometry of the companion into account is necessary to ade-
quately fit the SED. However, the temperature and radius of the
1 https://github.com/vosjo/speedyfit
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Fig. 1. Photometric SED of J22564–5910 obtained from literature pho-
tometry. The best-fitting model is shown with solid black line, with the
contribution of the sdB shown with a blue-dashed line. The contribu-
tion of the IR excess, likely from a disc, is shown with a green-dashed
line. The bottom shows the O–C between the observations and the best
fitting model.
sdB star are likely reliable, as they are supported by the presence
of several strong He i lines and the absence of He ii lines in the
spectra.
3. Spectral analysis
The original EFOSC2 spectra were too low in resolution to show
many features and only covered a small wavelength range. They
did, however, show very broad H and He lines. If caused by stel-
lar rotation alone, they would require a v sin i ∼ 1100 km s−1,
which surpasses the critical velocity of sdBs. This discovery led
to follow-up observations on 29-12-2018 using the Goodman
spectrograph (Clemens et al. 2004) mounted on the 4.1-m South-
ern Astrophysical Research (SOAR) telescope on Cerro Pachón
in Chile. Using a 930-line grating with a 0.45′′ slit, the SOAR
spectra have a better resolution and broader wavelength cover-
age but still had an insufficient signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). They
did, however, show an indication of line splitting for the hydro-
gen lines and clear emission profiles for the Hα line, confirming
the suspicion of gas or a magnetic field being present in the star.
Based on these observations, follow-up observing proposals at
both UVES and X-shooter were approved to study the unusual
spectral features of J22564–5910.
In total, six extra spectra were obtained, including three
UVES spectra and three X-shooter spectra. Two UVES spec-
tra were taken one right after the other, followed by a third one,
1 month later. The X-shooter spectra have 1 week and 1 month
in between them. These combinations allowed us to check for
variability on different time scales. The X-shooter spectra were
taken with a setup that favoured a higher S/N in the UVB and
VIS in exchange for limited calibration of the NIR arm. There-
fore the NIR spectra are of little use and are not included in our
analysis. Details of these observations are given in Table 3.
In Figs. A.1 and A.2, the normalised spectrum created by
summing the three X-shooter spectra in both the UVB and VIS
arm is shown. The spectrum shows several interesting features.
Two Balmer lines, Hβ and Hγ, show a very clear triple absorp-
tion peak structure in their core. The same triple peak structure
is visible in Hδ to Hη, but it is not as strong. The Hα line shows a
very clear emission core that is stronger than the absorption part
of the line. In the blue part of the spectrum, the calcium K line
has a triple absorption peak structure with a very sharp absorp-
tion peak at the centre of the line. The centre absorption peak
is interstellar in origin. The interstellar Ca-H line is visible near
the centre of the Hη line. Furthermore, there are several He i lines
visible. The He i λ 4471 line shows the same triple peak structure
visible in some of the hydrogen lines, but the centre of the line
is shifted with respect to the rest wavelength by roughly 5 Å.
The He i lines at 4921 and 5015 Å show an emission core and
also appear shifted with respect to the rest wavelength. The He i
line at 5875 Å also has a strong emission core, but it is roughly
centred at its rest wavelength. At the end of the UVB arm of the
spectrum, some bumps are visible which could be the Mg I triplet
at 5167, 5173, and 5184 Å. However, the quality of the spectrum
is not sufficient to confirm this. The two sharp absorption lines in
the red part of the line are the Sodium doublet Nad λ 5890 and
5896 Å. Further in the red part of the spectrum, the O i triplet at
7774 Å shows core inversion similar to many of the He lines. The
spectrum also shows some sharp lines in the red part, for exam-
ple, at 6450−6520, 6960−7160, 7320−7400, and 7850−8100 Å.
These lines are terrestrial and not related to the system.
3.1. Spectral trails
As multiple spectra are available, we can check if there is any
change in the spectral features over time. In Fig. 2 the He i lines
at 4471 and 5875 Å are shown together with Hα, Hβ, Cak,
and the O i λ 7774 line. The change in the Hα line is clearly
visible. The emission core of the line varies between a single-
peaked structure and a double-peaked structure. The He i 5875
shows a similar but much weaker change, an emission peak that
shifts from a double peak or flat-topped structure to a sharper
single peak. The Cak does not show clear variations. But the
O i λ 7774 line does show variations, with the strongest absorp-
tion peak moving from blue to red shifted and back. Interest-
ingly, the latter two lines are typically not visible in sdB spectra
as they require lower temperatures. These could be produced in
circumstellar matter.
The He i λ 4471 line is a somewhat different feature. It can be
interpreted as a triple absorption line that is shifted strongly from
its central wavelength. Such a wavelength shift could be caused
by the presence of a magnetic field (see Sect. 6.1). Another pos-
sible interpretation is that the line is a broad absorption line with
an emission core centred on the rest wavelength of the line sim-
ilar to the other two lines and that the rightmost absorption peak
is caused by a different element (see Sect. 6.2).
The actual periodicity of the line changes cannot be deter-
mined from these spectra, but it is estimated to be of the order
of several days to potentially even weeks. Another limiting fac-
tor of this analysis is that if the observed period is in fact due
to rotation, the spectra should be affected by rotational smear-
ing given the long exposure times (up to a third of the period).
This implies that we might not be sampling the spectral variabil-
ity completely. An important thing to notice is that the different
lines vary with different periodicity. When comparing the Hα
with the O i λ 7774 line, at time 0, both are central peaked. At
time 33 days, they have opposite absorption peaks with Hα being
blue shifted and O i being red shifted. At time 75, they are both
red shifted. This would indicate that they have different origins
or originate in different locations in the disc.
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Table 2. Results of the SED fit.
Model Teff sdB R sdB Teff disc R disc E(B−V)
(K) (R) (K) (R)
TMAP & Kurucz 23 000± 3000 0.12± 0.04 6000± 1800 0.30± 0.05 0.04± 0.03
TMAP & Black body 21 000± 3000 0.15± 0.04 5000± 1500 0.33± 0.05 0.05± 0.03
Notes. The top line gives the results of the fit performed with the TMAP models in combination with the Kurucz models used to model the
circumstellar matter, while in the bottom line the circumstellar matter is modeled by a black body. In the table, the parameters for the circumstellar
matter are marked with ‘disc’.
Table 3. Observing date, exposure time, signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), and resolution of the reduced spectra of the UVES and X-shooter observations
of J22564–5910.
MJD Instrument Exp. time (s) S/N Resolution RV (km s−1) Err (km s−1)
58697.202063 UVES 2114 42 24 000 33 41
58697.229497 UVES 2114 57 24 000 8 50
58731.004125 UVES 2114 55 24 000 25 44
58766.001310 X-shooter 1560 89 11 000 79 28
58773.062886 X-shooter 1560 122 11 000 7 24
58804.105317 X-shooter 1560 97 11 000 −14 21
Notes. In the last two columns, the derived RVs based on the wings of the hydrogen lines are given.
3.2. Radial velocity variations
Given that the spectra are taken at different time intervals, it
makes sense to attempt to check for radial velocity (RV) vari-
ations. However, this is complicated by the broad lines and vary-
ing line shapes. As the line cores of the hydrogen and helium
lines vary strongly over time, they cannot be used to derive
velocities. No clear, sharp lines are visible in the spectrum
belonging to the system, so the only remaining approach is to
use the wings of the hydrogen lines. Different approaches were
attempted, using cross-correlation with a template spectrum and
the best-observed spectra, as well as fitting Gaussian functions
to the wings. The most successful approach was Gaussian fitting,
as it resulted in the least difference between RVs determined for
different lines in the same spectrum.
To derive the RVs, hydrogen lines from Hβ to Hη and H10
were used. For these lines, the line centres were removed. The
wavelength region that is excluded was determined by eye by
selecting the line part that varies the most in between the six
spectra. Afterwards, a Gaussian was fitted to the wings of the
same hydrogen line in all spectra, and the average value for its
FWHM was used as a fixed value for the FWHM in the final
fit. This way, all hydrogen lines were fitted, and the final RV is
the average of the RV of the different hydrogen lines. The error
was calculated as the standard deviation between the different
lines.
The resulting RVs are shown in Fig. 3, and they are given in
Table 3. As can be seen from that figure, almost all RVs are con-
sistent with no significant RV variation. One spectrum, the first
of the X-shooter spectra, shows a possible deviation. However,
from these observations, it is not possible to conclude whether
the system is RV variable or not.
4. TESS lightcurve
J22564–5910 (TIC 220490049) was observed by the Transit-
ing Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS Ricker et al. 2015) dur-
ing Sectors 01 and 28. Two-minute cadence data are not
available because the object was not included in the TESS
target list, but full-frame images (FFI) are available, with a 30-
min cadence for Sector 01 and a 10-min cadence for Sector
28. We downloaded a cutout of 50× 50 pixels using TESSCut
(Brasseur et al. 2019) and performed photometry using the pack-
age lightkurve (Lightkurve Collaboration 2018). We used a
3× 3 aperture centred on the star to avoid contamination by a
bright (V = 9.79) star 2 arcmin away (which corresponds to only
∼6 pixels in TESS). The background was estimated using the
same aperture in a region with no stars. Using the VARTOOLS
program (Hartman & Bakos 2016), we performed a generalised
Lomb-Scargle search (Zechmeister & Kürster 2009; Press et al.
1992) for periodic sinusoidal signals. In the periodogram (grey
line in the top panel in Fig. 4), we find the strongest signal at P =
0.069764 ± 0.000005 d, with an associated false alarm probabil-
ity of log(FAP) = −152. The error on the period was estimated
by running a differential evolution Markov chain Monte Carlo
(DEMCMC) routine (Ter Braak 2006), employing the – nonlinfit
command implemented in the VARTOOLS program. The phase-
folded and phase-binned, TESS light curve is shown in red in the
bottom panel of Fig. 4. The black line represents a fit of a har-
monic series (Eq. (48) in Hartman & Bakos 2016, also used for
the DEMCMC), to the phase-folded light curve. The peak-to-
peak amplitude (defined as the difference of the maximum and
minimum of the fit) of the phase-folded light curve is 23 mmag.
We note, however, that due to the long exposure time (about
one-tenth of the period), neither the amplitude nor the shape
of this phase-folded light curve can be considered as reliable.
After whitening the light curve for this signal, no other signifi-
cant peaks remain in the periodogram (light blue line in the top
panel in Fig. 4).
The amplitude of the P = 0.069764 d peak is too high to be
explained as a g-mode pulsation (Green et al. 2003), although
the period is in the correct range. Most likely the variability is
explained by a spot on the surface of the star, driven by the
magnetic field, leading to periodic variations in observed flux
as the star rotates. The uneven minima might suggest that two
magnetic dark spots are present rather than one, which would be
consistent with a dipole magnetic field (e.g. Jagelka et al. 2019).
The non-sinusoidal shape of the phase-folded light curve (Fig. 4)
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Fig. 2. Spectral trail of hydrogen and helium lines visible in the spectrum of J22564–5910. The rest wavelength of each line is shown in red dotted
line. On the top left plot the Mg ii λ 4483 line is marked in green. On the bottom right plot the location of RK is indicated in blue dash-dotted line
(see Sect. 6.1). The spectra are shown in order of observations – the time since the first spectrum is shown on the y axis. The bottom three spectra
were taken with UVES, while the top three spectra were taken with X-shooter. The first two UVES spectra were taken back to back. The axes on
the bottom of the plot shows wavelength, while that on the top shows velocity compared to the rest wavelength.
is also typical of rotational modulation (e.g. Angus et al. 2018).
Assuming the radius R = 0.1 R from the SED fit and rotational
period of Prot = 0.069764 d, we derived a rotational velocity of
Vrot = 73 km s−1.
5. Galactic orbit
Based on the Gaia EDR3 data, we can calculate the Galactic
orbit of J22564–5910. For this the galpy (Bovy 2015) python
package was used. The parameters used as input for the Galpy
code are shown in Table 4. They are all taken from Gaia EDR3,
except the RV. For the RV, the weighted average of the RV mea-
surements of the six spectra was taken. To calculate the errors,
a Monte Carlo approach with 500 iterations was used. We find
that J22564–5910 has a Galactic orbit with a maximum height
above the plane (Zmax) of 688± 288 pc, a pericentre and apocen-
tre distance (Rper, Rapo) of 3.7± 0.5 kpc and 7.7± 0.1 kpc, respec-
tively, and an eccentricity (Ecc) of 0.36± 0.05 and an angular
momentum of Jz = 1166± 88 kpc km s−1. These parameters are
also summarised in Table 4.
When comparing J22564–5910 to other hot subdwarf sys-
tems, from for example Luo et al. (2020), it would belong to
the group of systems with relatively low Jz and above-average
eccentricity (the average eccentricity in the sample of Luo is
0.23). It has similar kinematics as thick disc stars, but is located
close to the boundary between the thick and thin disc (Pauli et al.
2006). While J22564–5910 lies on the edge of the Jz-eccentricity
regions occupied by the hot subdwarfs in the thin and thick
discs, it is certainly not an outlier relative to either of these two
populations.
One can link the kinematic properties of a system to its
age. Thin disc stars are initially born on planar and circular
orbits. Over time, interactions with different Galactic compo-
nents (spiral arms, the bar, and molecular clouds) make stellar
orbits eccentric, induce radial migration, and drive the orbits off-
plane. Therefore, the present-day eccentricity and vertical extent
of the orbit of J22564–5910 may be linked to its age.
Asteroseismic observations combined with kinematics data
show that stars typically found at Z-heights of about 500 pc,
which approximates the time-averaged absolute Z-location of
the system, have ages between 2 and 8 Gyr (Casagrande et al.
2016). Taking into account that the progenitors of sdB
stars need to evolve off the MS, this would correspond to
a progenitor’s primary masses of between 0.9 and 1.5 M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Fig. 3. Radial velocities of J22564–5910 as determined from the wings
of the hydrogen lines. The first three measurements in blue are obtained
from the UVES spectra, while the latter measurements are from the X-
shooter spectra. Apart from one measurement, all RVs are consistent
with no variation.
(see, e.g. Vos et al. 2020). Furthermore, Frankel et al. (2018)
show that stars can migrate in radial direction by 4 kpc on about
an 8 Gyr timescale. Here the difference between Rper and Rapo
of 4 kpc can be taken as a proxy for this migration process. The
corresponding migration timescale of 8 Gyr is consistent with
the age constraint based on the Z-location of the system. In sum-
mary, the Galactic orbit is consistent with an interaction of two
older stars (for example, a He double WD merger), as well as a
different formation channel involving an initial primary with a
mass of up to about 1.5 M.
In the Gaia images, a nearby star at nearly the same distance
as J22564–5910 is visible. However, the two systems are likely
not related. More information is given in Appendix B.
6. Interpretation
6.1. Magnetic fields
The triplet structure that is clearly visible in several hydro-
gen and helium lines immediately brings magnetic fields and
Zeeman splitting to mind. This interpretation fits in with the
expected evolution history of this system. As a single sdB
formed by a merger, it is expected that J22564–5910 would
acquire a strong magnetic field, generated through a dynamo
process during the common-envelope evolution or the subse-
quent merger (e.g. Tout et al. 2008; García-Berro et al. 2012).
We applied a method similar to that of Kepler et al. (2013) to
estimate the field strength necessary to produce the observed line
splitting. The method relies on the fact that, for magnetic fields
in the range 10 kG−2 MG, the observed line shift ∆λ caused by
a field B to the hydrogen lines can be approximated in the first
order by
δλ = ± 4.67 × 10−7λ2B, (1)
where the wavelength is measured in Å and the magnetic field
in MG. To account for contributions of higher-order terms, we
utilised the models of Schimeczek & Wunner (2014) (see their
Fig. 4. Top: periodogram (grey) of the TESS light curve for J22564–
5910. The light blue line is the re-calculated periodogram after the first
whitening cycle. The red-dashed line indicates log(FAP) = −4. Bot-
tom: phase-folded (at the 0.069764 d period, respectively) and averaged
(every 50 points) TESS light curve.
Table 4. Galactic orbit calculation of J22564–5910: input parameters
for galpy together with the resulting Galactic orbital parameters.




Distance (kpc) 0.635± 0.013
PM RA (mas yr−1) 13.772± 0.017
PM Dec (mas yr−1) −24.433± 0.018
RV (km s−1) 21± 32
Galactic orbit
Zmax (kpc) 0.688± 0.288 1.14± 0.70
Rper (kpc) 3.692± 0.428 5.98± 2.45
Rapo (kpc) 7.732± 0.055 9.94± 1.84
Ecc 0.356± 0.050 0.23± 0.13
Jz (kpc km s−1) 1166± 88 /
Notes. (1)The average values for general hot subdwarf stars are shown
in the last column. They are taken from Luo et al. (2020).
Fig. 5) to estimate the averaged component separation predicted
by the models. To calculate the observed separation for our
obtained spectra, Gaussian lines were fitted to each Zeeman
component. We only used the lines Hβ, Hγ, and Hδ; as for
higher-order lines, the triplet structure is not apparent even for
low fields (see, e.g. Fig. 5 of Kepler et al. 2013), and Hα is
seen in emission. Moreover, we only applied this method to the
spectra in which the three components could be identified for
these lines. Depending on field structure and orientation, one or
more components can be suppressed. Our method is illustrated
in Fig. 5. For each spectrum, we searched for the field strength
whose predicted separation could better explain the observed
spectrum by minimising the difference between the observed and
predicted separation for the three lines simultaneously. To esti-
mate uncertainties, we drew flux values a thousand times, assum-
ing a 10% uncertainty on the observed values, and we repeated
the estimate for each of the simulated spectra. The results are
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Fig. 5. Magnetic field estimate for the last obtained X-shooter spectrum. We note that Hδ, Hγ, and Hβ are shown from left to right. The observed
spectrum is shown as a thin black line; a smoothed spectrum, restricted to the region where the Zeeman components were fitted, is shown as a
thicker line. The fits to each Zeeman component are shown as red-dashed lines. The models of Schimeczek & Wunner (2014) are shown in grey,
with the averaged separation including higher-order terms shown in blue, and the corresponding field strength shown on the right-hand side. The
estimate for this spectrum was 660 ± 62 kG.
Table 5. Field estimates for the three spectra in which three Zeeman
components can be identified for the Hβ, Hγ, and Hδ lines.
MJD Instrument B (MG)
58731.004125 UVES 640 ± 14
58773.062886 X-shooter 670 ± 59
58804.105317 X-shooter 660 ± 62
Notes. The magnetic field strength was estimated using the method of
Kepler et al. (2013). See Sect. 6.1 for details.
shown in Table 5. Assuming that the field does not change signif-
icantly over time, which seems to be suggested by our consistent
estimates, the average field is 656 ± 51 kG.
Emission in Hα is not an atypical phenomenon amongst
magnetic stars. Magnetically active (sub-)giants, for example,
show chromospheric emission lines in Hα, but at the same time
also in the cores of the Ca ii H and K lines, as well as some-
times other lines in the optical or ultraviolet (Wilson 1963, 1968;
Gray & Corbally 2009). For some of these stars, time-variability
in the chromospheric Hα emission, which is not correlated to the
rotation period, has also been reported, though, the exact origin
of the variability is not yet understood (e.g., Dorren et al. 1984;
Vida et al. 2015; Kővári et al. 2019; Werner et al. 2020).
There is also a small group of three cool (effective temper-
atures between 7500 K and 7865 K), magnetic and apparently
single WDs known that exhibit Zeeman-split Balmer emis-
sion lines (Greenstein & McCarthy 1985; Reding et al. 2020;
Gänsicke et al. 2020). It is thought that a conductive planet in a
close orbit around these stars could result in the generation of
electric currents that heat the regions near the magnetic poles
of the WD. The planet, in this case, would have formed in
a metal-rich debris disc that was left over by a double WD
merger that could have produced the magnetic WD (Li et al. 1998;
Wickramasinghe et al. 2010). However, in contrast to our star, the
emission lines in these WDs are not only seen in Hα but also Hβ
and they are triple-peaked instead of single or double-peaked.
Last but not least, for magnetic O- and B-type main sequence
stars that host a wind-fed, co-rotating, circumstellar magneto-
sphere, emission in Hα is the primary visible magnetospheric
diagnostic. In Fig. 6, we show such a model applied to our sys-
tem. In slowly rotating stars, the material persists within the
magnetosphere only over the free-fall timescale, and it is pulled
Fig. 6. Illustration for the structure of the system for the magnetic inter-
pretation. The spinning subdwarf (in blue) generates a dipolar magnetic
field around it, which is not necessarily aligned with the spin. The wind
material in the innermost region, within Kepler radius RK, has no cen-
trifugal support and can fall freely back onto the star, thus forming
a dynamical magnetosphere. The material between the Keplerian co-
rotation radius RK and the Alfvén radius RA has centrifugal support. It
cannot fall back onto the star, thus forming a much denser rigidly rotat-
ing magnetosphere. The illustration is inspired by Petit et al. (2013).
back onto the star by gravity (so-call dynamical magnetosphere,
Landstreet & Borra 1978; Ud-Doula & Owocki 2002; Petit et al.
2013). However, if the star is rapidly rotating or if the mag-
netic field strength is high enough, the co-rotating material in
the magnetosphere can reach high enough rotational velocities
so that the gravitational infall can be prevented. This is the
case when the Alfvén radius RA, which characterises the maxi-
mum height of closed magnetic loops, exceeds the Keplerian co-
rotation radius, RK (point of balance between gravitational and
centrifugal force). While below RK, the star retains a dynamical
magnetosphere, above RK and extending to RA, a so-called cen-
trifugal magnetosphere forms. Herein, the trapped wind mate-
rial accumulates into a relatively dense, stable, and long-lived
‘rigidly rotating magnetosphere’ (RRM, Townsend & Owocki
2005; Townsend et al. 2007). According to the RRM model, the
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 2, but spectral trail of lines likely to originate in the circumstellar material visible in the spectrum of J22564–5910. For the
Ca ii line, the UVES spectra show only noise and they are not shown here. The other two components of the Ca IR triplet are not visible in the
spectra.
distribution of the material then depends on the tilt, β, of the
magnetic axis with respect to the rotational axis of the star.
While for β = 0◦, a continuous torus in the magnetic equatorial
plane forms, two distinct plasma clouds are expected near the
intersections of the magnetic and rotational equatorial planes for
β = 90◦. The typical RRM geometry, thus, produces a double-
humped emission profile, when the circumstellar magnetosphere
is seen face on. Since the magnetosphere has its highest den-
sity close to RK, the Hα emission is also found to peak close to
RK (typically around 1.25×RK, Shultz et al. 2020). The remain-
ing shape of the Hα emission then depends on the geometry of
the RRM. Non-eclipsing stars with small β show emission at
all velocities across the line profile, whereas non-eclipsing stars
with large β display emission only outside of ±RK at maximum
emission. The emission line profile is modulated by the rotation
of the object. As the projected distance of the clouds from the
star decreases, and – at the same time – the projected area of the
clouds becomes smaller when changing from face-on to edge-on,
the Hα emission bumps decrease in strength (Shultz et al. 2020).
Since, also in our star, we detect this time-variable, double-
humped Hα emission profile, the RRM model appears attrac-
tive. The multi-component absorption features seen for the
CaII and OI originating in the circumstellar material (Fig. 7)
could also be explained by the distribution of the material in
the magnetosphere. Magneto-hydrodynamic simulation studies
(e.g., Ud-Doula & Owocki 2002; Ud-Doula et al. 2008) show
that in case of a large-scale, dipole magnetic field, a magneto-
sphere forms when the wind magnetic confinement parameter







Here Beq = Bd/2 is the field strength at the magnetic equato-
rial surface radius, R?, and ṀB=0 and v∞ are the fiducial mass-
loss rate and terminal wind speed that the star would have in
the absence of any magnetic field (all in centimeter-gram-second
units). Assuming a typical mass loss rate for an sdB star of
10−11.5 M yr−1 (Vink & Cassisi 2002), v∞ = vesc = 1338 km s−1
(assuming M = 0.47 M, and R = 0.1 R, Hamann et al. 1981;
Howarth 1987) and R = 0.1 R; we find that in case of J22564–
5910, a magnetosphere can already form for Beq ' 24 G. This
is many orders of magnitude below what we find above, thus,
the requirement for a centrifugal magnetosphere (RA > RK) can
be easily fulfilled. Assuming M = 0.47 M, and R = 0.1 R,
we find RK = 5.5 R? assuming the 0.07 d period observed
in the TESS light curve is the rotational period of the star.
The Alfvén radius, RA, can be estimated from the wind mag-
netic confinement parameter, η∗, via RA/R? ≈ 0.3 (η∗ + 0.4)1/4
(Ud-Doula et al. 2008). Here, we find RA = 118.6 R?, but it
should be noted that the exact value depends on the mass loss
rate and terminal wind velocity, which we can only estimate.
Moreover, additional circumstellar material might be present as
a result of the possible merger, which we do not take into account
here. What can, however, be taken away from this is that a cen-
trifugal magnetosphere can be expected2.
Since the rigid-body rotation of the circumstellar magneto-
sphere implies that the line of sight velocity, v, is directly pro-
portional to the projected distance from the star (v/(vrot sin i) =
r/R?), one can in principle test the circumstellar magnetosphere
scenario with the Hα line profile directly (Shultz et al. 2020),
as the emission peaks should occur around RK (see above). We
find that the observed emission peaks of the Hα line in J22564–
5910 would be located at RK if we assume for the 0.07 d period
an inclination angle of i ≈ 20◦ (blue dashed-dotted lines in
Fig. 2). Unfortunately, due to the lack of any photospheric metal
lines and the high magnetic field, it is not possible to measure
vrot sin i, plus the lack of knowledge on stellar mass adds another
uncertainty when calculating RK. In addition, we note that if the
0.07 d period is indeed the rotational period, then the spectra
should suffer considerably from rotational smearing due to the
long exposure time (one quarter of the period). Hence the line
profile shapes may not be considered as reliable. Thus, based on
2 Observationally, centrifugal magnetospheres are detected in stars
with log(RA/RK) > 0.7 (Shultz et al. 2020).
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the current data, it is not possible to entirely confirm the RRM
model.
6.2. Circumstellar material (non-magnetic scenario)
Complicated spectral line profiles may also have another expla-
nation that does not require magnetic fields. In this section, we
investigate the idea that the spectral lines are shaped by circum-
stellar material (CM). Such material is often present in interact-
ing binaries or hot stars and might be present in our system too. It
gives rise to emission lines of a rather complicated shape which
may be superposed on the absorption lines originating from the
stellar atmosphere. The result would be even more complicated
spectral line profiles. In this scenario, double absorption such
as in the Hα line would not be composed of two absorption
lines but from a single broad absorption line (from the stellar
atmosphere) filled up by more narrow central emission from the
CM. Lines with triple absorption could be understood as a single
broad absorption from the photosphere filled in by a double peak
emission from CM.
The most natural form of circumstellar material in a binary
system or in a merger of two stars is probably an accretion
disc. Typically, such a disc gives rise to a double-peaked emis-
sion (unless seen pole-on). Thus an inclined disc might explain
triple absorption profile seen best in Hβ. To demonstrate the idea
that such line profiles may be due to CM, we performed a syn-
thetic spectra calculation. As this analysis aims to be a qualita-
tive one and not a quantitative fit to the spectra, we used a master
spectrum for the comparison of the models with the observa-
tions. This master spectrum was obtained by summing all three
X-shooter spectra without any RV corrections for stellar motion.
The spectra were then normalised.
As a first step, we calculated the stellar atmosphere model
using the TLUSTY code (Hubeny & Lanz 1995). These are
1D non-local-thermodynamic-equilibrium (NLTE) atmosphere
models. The spectra emerging from these atmosphere mod-
els were calculated using the code synspec (Hubeny & Lanz
2017). We assumed Teff = 26 000 K, log g = 6.1 [cgs], and solar
chemical composition. Such synthetic spectra of the Hβ line are
shown in Fig. 8. One can see very strong, deep, and relatively
sharp absorption originating from the stellar atmosphere. The
major challenge of this model is filling this profile with emis-
sion. This intrinsic spectrum of the star was used as a bound-
ary condition to calculate the spectra of the star and CM, for
which we used the shellspec code (Budaj & Richards 2004).
It is designed to calculate light curves and spectra of interacting
binaries embedded in a 3D moving CM, assuming local ther-
modynamic equilibrium (LTE) and optically thin scattering. The
assumed stellar mass, radius, and projected equatorial rotation
velocity are M = 0.47 M, R = 0.1 R, and v sin i = 70 km s−1,
respectively. Quadratic limb darkening coefficients for the star
from Claret (2000) were assumed. The chemical composition of
the CM was identical to that of the star. CM had the form of an
accretion disc. Synthetic spectra of the most interesting and most
complicated Hβ line are also shown in Fig. 8. One can clearly see
a double peak emission from the disc filling in the central part of
the absorption from the photosphere. The result might look like
a triple absorption.
The properties of the CM are described below. The disc was
modelled using an object called NEBULA in the shellspec
code. It is a flared disc characterised by its inner, Rin, and outer,
Rout, radius, and an inclination i. Its density is decreasing in the
radial direction as a power law, ρ(r) = ρin(r/rin)ρexp, and in the























Fig. 8. Synthetic spectra of the Hβ line compared with the observa-
tions. The theoretical spectrum of the star without the disc is shown
in green. The theoretical spectrum of the star + disc is shown in blue.
The observed spectrum is shown in red. More details may be found in
Sect. 6.2.





ρin (cgs) 6.2× 10−13
ρexp () −1.
Tin (K) 17 000
Tout (K) 7800
Texp () −0.5
vT (km s−1) 230
i (deg) 70
Notes. The CM is assumed to have disc geometry, limited in extent by
Rin and Rout. The radial density and temperature profiles are given as
power laws, ρ(r) = ρin(r/rin)ρexp and T (r) = Tin(r/rin)Texp . We note that
vT is the turbulence line broadening parameter.
at the inner radius ρin and exponent ρexp. We assumed ρexp = −1
based on Budaj et al. (2005). The temperature, similarly, has a
radial power-law dependence characterised by Tin and exponent
Texp. The velocity field is Keplerian. In reality, it may be much
more complicated. The disc may have a radial inflow component
and is also often accompanied by winds, jets, or other outflows.
That is why we also introduced a simple parameter called ‘tur-
bulence’, vT. Electron number densities were calculated from the
density, temperature, and chemical composition assuming LTE.
Values of all these parameters are summarised in Table 6.
We can conclude that CM material might explain the com-
plicated shapes of the spectral lines we observe in this star.
However, these calculations should be understood only as a
demonstration of the effect, and disc parameters (mainly den-
sities) represent rather a lower limit. In reality, the geometry,
velocity field, and behaviour of state quantities of the CM may
be much more complicated than our simple disc model. Their
effect will be mainly to smooth the ideal theoretical line pro-
file. We experimented with dozens of other models of CM-like
shells, discs, and temperature inversions, and many of them pro-
duce a similar outcome, that is to say triple absorption profiles.
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The most difficult problem is to fill in the sharp central absorp-
tion peak.
The advantage of this model is that it also has the potential to
explain the IR excess observed in the SED, as well as the emis-
sion seen in other H and He lines in the spectra. The change in
the line profiles that is shown in Fig. 2 might be explained by
the disc model as well. Accretion structures are not necessar-
ily stable and can change over time, causing changes in the line
profiles. If a magnetic field is present, this can also affect the
structure and cause variability. Furthermore, if there would be a
secondary body present in the system, it can cause precession of
the disc which would cause changes in the emission cores of the
H and He lines. This body would have to be much closer than
the nearby companion described in Appendix B.
6.3. CE outcome versus merger
The three formation channels for hot subdwarf stars are stable
RLOF, CE ejection, and a merger. Based on the observations, we
can exclude two of these channels with a very high likelihood.
All known wide sdB binaries that formed through the sta-
ble RLOF channel have FGK type companions (e.g. Vos et al.
2017). These companions can be clearly seen in high-resolution
spectroscopy. There is no sign of such a companion in J22564–
5910, and thus this scenario can be excluded. There are then two
possibilities left. J22564–5910 can be a close binary with a dM
or WD companion, or it can be a single merger product.
In the case that J22564–5910 would be an sdB+dM binary,
we can compare it to the known population of sdB+dM bina-
ries. These systems all have short orbits, with their period
distribution peaking at less than a day. Using the lcurve pack-
age (Copperwheat et al. 2010, Appendix A), we computed the
expected amplitude for the reflection effect in sdB+dM binaries
for a typical dM companion at different orbital periods and incli-
nations angles (see Fig. 9). From this figure, it is clear that such a
binary would be detected in the TESS light curve for orbital peri-
ods up to ∼8 days. Since these systems are nearly never found at
orbital periods larger than a few days, we can conclude that the
sdB+dM possibility is very unlikely.
The above considerations leave the sdB+WD possibility.
Such systems do not show a significant reflection effect in the
light curves, but they can show ellipsoidal modulations. lcurve
models show that such effects would be detectable for typi-
cal WD companions for orbital periods up to ∼0.3 days. As
sdB+WD binaries are observed on longer orbital periods than
that, the light curve alone is not sufficient to exclude this possi-
bility.
To further judge the sdB+WD option, the RVs derived
from the spectra can be used. Known sdB+WD systems have
short orbital periods and thus high RV variations. The RVs
that are derived in Sect. 3.2 show possible variations of up to
∼30 km s−1. This would correspond to sdB+WD systems on
orbital period >5 days, which is very exceptional for sdB+WD
systems (Kupfer et al. 2015; Prince et al. 2019). The RV analysis
used the wings of the H lines, which originate from the central
star, and they are likely not significantly influenced by the disc.
Based on the limits obtained from the light curve and the
spectra, we can with high certainty say that J22564–5910 is a
single sdB and thus a merger product. The derived properties
suggest that the object is in a core-He burning phase. For typical
double-degenerate mergers, this phase is only reached long after
the merger (∼106 yr), at which point all the circumstellar mate-
rial resulting from the merger should have been lost. Addition-
ally, He-core burning products of double degenerate mergers are











































Fig. 9. Expected reflection effect for a typical dM companion at dif-
ferent inclination angles as a function of orbital period. The solid red
line shows the detection limit of TESS. On the right axis, the known
period distribution of sdB+dM binaries is shown in blue. In black, the
period distribution of sdB binaries with an unknown companion (low
mass MS or WD) is shown. The period distributions were taken from
Kupfer et al. (2015).
expected to show higher temperatures and be H-deficient, which
is not the case here (Dan et al. 2014; Schwab 2018). Therefore,
a WD+MS merger is a more likely scenario for the formation
of J22564–5910 as in this case the He-core burning phase can
occur at lower effective temperature, and high amounts of hydro-
gen are still expected (Zhang et al. 2017).
In the case that J22564–5910 would indeed be a magnetic
system, there is an extra argument to be made against the CE for-
malism. While the dynamo actions arising during the CE phase
can indeed cause magnetic fields, models show that these fields
are weak and do not last long after the CE ejection (see e.g.
Potter & Tout 2010).
7. Discussion and conclusions
J22564–5910 is a hot subdwarf star with very shallow, variable,
multi-peaked H and He lines, with an Hα emission, IR excess,
photometric variability, and possibly with a high rotational
velocity. Based on the multi-band photometry, time-resolved
spectroscopy, Gaia astrometry, and the TESS light curve, we
have found two possible interpretations of the spectrum. The
first one is that the multi-peaked spectral features are caused
by the existence of a magnetic field of about 650 kG. The IR
excess in the SED and the emission core in the Hα line can
then be caused by the formation of a magnetosphere. Similarly,
this would explain the time variation of the spectral lines. A sec-
ond possibility is the existence of a circumstellar disc that would
explain both the IR excess and the special line shapes. Changes
in the line shapes can be explained by variations in the circum-
stellar material or a precessing disc.
The major problem with this star is that the observed hydro-
gen lines are too shallow. Helium lines are equally shallow
and broad compared with theoretically expected lines origi-
nating from the stellar photosphere. Some other hot subdwarf
stars show a relatively narrow emission in Hα. This, however,
happens at much hotter temperatures and is caused by NLTE
effects that affect the level populations of the hydrogen atom
(e.g. Rauch et al. 2010; Reindl et al. 2014; Latour et al. 2015;
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Dorsch et al. 2020). Thus we can exclude that this is the reason
for the observed emission in Hα and shallowness of other H and
He lines.
All hot subdwarf stars are formed through a binary inter-
action, whether it is a stable RLOF, a CE ejection phase, or a
merger. In this case, the observations point strongly to a post-
merger single sdB. A CE ejection resulting in a close binary with
a WD companion is possible but very unlikely. The presence of
circumstellar material in the system and the line variations would
indicate that we are observing this system very closely after the
interaction phase. Both of our interpretations of the observations
are consistent with the merger scenario, as a magnetic field could
be instilled in the final product, and a significant amount of mass
would end up around the sdB.
Regardless of whether the observed features are caused by
magnetism or circumstellar matter, J22564–5910 is a very inter-
esting system that could provide insight in the early dawn after a
binary merger phase. It has the potential to solve several out-
standing problems in the physical explanation of this phase,
including the discrepancy between the predicted high rotational
velocities for post merger products versus the observed low rota-
tion rates of single sdBs, or the predictions that mergers can
instill magnetic fields in their products. If J22564–5910 turns out
to be a a magnetic sdB, then it could be a long sought immedi-
ate ancestor of strongly magnetic WDs. This could provide vital
clues to help understand the magnetic field evolution across the
Hertzsprung Russell diagram.
The likely origin of J22564–5910 is the CE evolution of an
RGB and a He-WD. The CE episode would either have led to a
merger within the red giant envelope, between the He-RG core
and the He-WD, or to a short-period He-WD binary which later
merges due to gravitational wave emission (Han et al. 2002).
In this case, the observed properties of J22564–5910 may be
explained by it being a particularly young member of the class
of single sdBs.
The two interpretations offered here are not mutually exclu-
sive and are not the only possible explanations of this system,
although in our opinion they are the most likely. It is perfectly
possible that both a circumstellar disc and a magnetic field are
present in the system. The spectrum of this system contains mul-
tiple components which, with the currently available observa-
tions, are impossible to disentangle. Further investigation of, for
example, spectropolarimetry can confirm if a magnetic field is
really present in the system. Time-resolved spectroscopy will
allow for the investigation of the line profile variations. Observa-
tions in the UV or even in the X-ray domain with eRosita would
be valuable to constrain models of the system as, for example,
X-ray flares may be expected (e.g. Groote & Schmitt 2004). On
the other end of the spectrum, observations in the far-IR with,
for example, ALMA would provide clues as to structure of the
gas and the dust present in the system.
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Appendix A: X-shooter spectra
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Fig. A.1. Merged X-shooter spectrum of J22564-5910, showing the UVB arm. Spectral features of interest of the star are indicated by vertical
red-dashed lines. The sharp interstellar Ca lines are marked in black. The location of the Mg i triplet is marked, but the quality of the spectra is not
sufficient to confirm its detection.
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Fig. A.2. Merged X-shooter spectrum of J22564-5910, showing the VIS arm. Spectral features of interest of the star are indicated by vertical
red-dashed lines. The interstellar sharp sodium doublet is marked in black. The Pachen H lines are indicated by ‘Pann’. The location of the λ8662
line of the Ca IR triple is shown in the bottom row. The other two lines of the Ca IR triplet are not visible in the spectrum.
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Appendix B: Nearby companion
Images show a relatively nearby star (Gaia EDR3 64916
85391064878080) at a separation of ∼ 17.2 arcsec. The parallax
and proper motion of both stars are given in Table B.1. The paral-
lax of the nearby star is nearly identical to that of J22564–5910,
1.58 ± 0.02 and 1.52 ± 0.13 for J22564–5910 and the compan-
ion, respectively. At a distance of 635 pc, the separation between
both systems is roughly 8300 AU, which is fairly common for
sdBs with wide astrometric companions (Igoshev et al. 2020).
The SED of the companion star hints at a very cool small star
(Teff < 3500K, R ∼ 0.5 R). This companion star is too far away
and too faint (Gaia G = 18.4 mag, 2MASS J = 15.7 mag) to influ-
ence the observations of J22564–5910.
The difference in the proper motion between J22564–
5910 and the companion corresponds to a physical velocity
of 58.7 km/s. At the same time, the escape velocity for a
0.5+0.5 M binary with a separation of 8300 AU is equal to
∼0.33 km/s. This strongly suggests that the objects are unbound
from each other. When tracing their galactic orbits backwards,
they cross but not at the same time. It is possible to interpret
this as a scenario where the system started out as a hierarchical
triple. The inner binary merges to form the sdB, and due to the
merger process, the outer companion gets ejected. In this case,
the distance and velocity difference can be used to estimate the
time passed since the merger. Assuming the trajectories of the
two stars share the same origin, the travel time would be about
670 yr. J22564–5910 would then be observed very early after the
merger. However, since the orbits do not place both components
at exactly the same position and at the same time, it is possible
that this is just a chance encounter.
The presence of a nearby optical companion can indicate a
possible triple origin of the system, (e.g. Toonen et al. 2016). In
Table B.1. Parallax and proper motion of J22564–5910 and its nearby
companion, obtained from Gaia EDR3.
Parallax PM RA PM DEC Gaia-G
(mas) (mas/yr) (mas/yr) (mag)
1 1.58 ± 0.02 13.77 ± 0.02 -24.43 ± 0.02 14.24
2 1.52 ± 0.13 -5.81 ± 0.11 -23.90 ± 0.12 18.40
Notes. Star 1 = J22564–5910 = Gaia EDR3 6491685395361112832,
star 2 = Gaia EDR3 6491685391064878080.
this case, the MS companion would be ejected during a dynami-
cal triple interaction phase between the MS companion and two
He-WDs. J22564–5910 would then form as a remnant from a
merger of these two He-WDs. In this case, the system would
have to be only ∼ 700 yr old, which might explain the pres-
ence of disc-like CM or the strong magnetic field of the sdB,
which would then be driven by trace accretion. Such a dynam-
ical triple interaction could have been triggered by mass trans-
fer between an RGB star and a He-WD companion. Mass loss
from the more massive red giant would widen the inner orbit
and, if the tertiary companion were sufficiently close, drive the
system made of the tertiary MS star, the He-WD accretor, and
the core of the red giant towards a chaotic dynamical triple inter-
action phase (Mardling & Aarseth 1999; Toonen et al. 2020). At
the end of this phase, the He-WDs would merge, leaving an
unbound MS companion. This scenario requires that some red
giant material lost during the mass transfer phase would remain
between J22564–5910 and its companion, not bound to either
star in particular, which may possibly be detectable with ALMA.
Similarly, this scenario requires that in RV, the MS companion is
moving away from J22564–5910.
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